
BIOMASS IS A COMMON 

A Meditation upon the Cabbage 

Some commons to be restored into the fabric of my midsummer night’s dream– roads, market 

squares, harbours, soils, water, biomass....  

But all other commons are as nothing compared to commons of biomass.  Just as towns, roads and 

trades are emergent properties of agriculture, so agriculture emerges from the flows of biomass 

between species to and from human cultures. 

Biomass cycles from field to city and back again.  That flow is obviously a common and a common 

good if managed by good common law. 

The cabbage I sell in the market place has common biomass, but also the value of being a cabbage. 

So, I ask for a cabbage price to pay for the labour of producing it.  To value a common is to enclose it.  

My valued cabbage is an enclosure valued at my labour value. 

But the sewage and waste leaf produced from the cabbage must return to the common flow of 

biomass.  Unless a biomass equivalent is returned to my field, I cannot grow as many cabbages in the 

future, because the fertility of my soil has been diminished by one cabbage. 

So the common produces value (enclosed common), but common law asks for that value to be 

returned, so that the common can keep producing value and so that succeeding generations can 

continue to provide themselves with cabbages. 

In effect I can as good as “own” a field without owning its soil, biomass, or water.  These are 

commons to be protected. 

It is accepted that commoners own the means to the responsibilities of the common. 

Can the site value of a property (enclosed common) be similarly considered?  Substitute house for 

cabbage.  My labour construction value becomes my own enclosure which I can sell or bequeath. 

But the soil beneath, the biomass of the roof timbers and the quarried stone remain on the common 

and beyond valuation.  My home remains my castle, but what of my garden? 

Dr Pangloss returned from the vanity of the world (including his own vanity) to cultivate his garden.  

I think he can call his garden his in the same way that a commoner “owns” and “loves” his piece of 

common land. 

Gardens are tricky.  Mine can become large, only if yours becomes small. 

Site value taxation is necessary if common dis-valuation and disenclosure is not accepted.  Site 

values are the largest part of current property values and are created in an amoral casino.  Houses 

depreciate in value as their physics decays.  It is site value which inflates. 

A site value tax would extract revenue from larger gardens to be returned to a fund for the Common 

Good of gardeners.  Substitute other trades & pleasures for gardener and we find a possible recipe 

for civilization! 



Here’s a thought – The common flows in time & through generations, whereas property (enclosed 

common) is static and temporal. – like my cabbage’s soon-spent price, or my house which will 

eventually need re-roofing.  Property tends to atrophy, whereas the common, like life (as we shall 

explore) is self renewing - least when functioning properly and can attain an optimum flow.   

Laws of commons define what we do and are therefore agents of change, whereas laws of property 

defend who we think we are and are therefore agents of stasis.  Of course we die, oblivious to our 

property, while the social system goes on to untangle our legacies.  Here lies she, who once held 

property, but has now returned to the common. 

Enclosing the dynamic fluidity of a common into the protective stillness of property is a major 

tragedy of post modern times, when nearly everybody aspires to that short-sighted, parochial status 

of an owner of decay and atrophy! 

I explored a similar theatre in my last book in the dynamic, curious, convivial, catholic, comic and 

tragic language of tools and its opposite - the static, guarded, parochial and serious language of 

power and property. 

Enduring economies follow laws of mortality and of inheritance. Decadence follows laws of physics 

and atrophy.   

Life defeats laws of physics by death. 

*** 

The destruction and construction of human activities which create an economic whole are 

tributaries to the flowing decomposition and composition of the complexity of species which create 

an ecological whole. 

But because atmospheric carbon dioxide has risen to climate changing levels, economically-isolated 

“experts” have been deluded into an ecologically-disconnected study of “the carbon cycle”.   

Carbon cannot cycle.  Life cycles.   

Experts cannot cycle.  Human economies cycle.   

However, we can study the cyclic fluidity of the effects of human behaviour; of the flows of human 

biomass to and from the biomass of fungi, bacteria, plants and animals.  In other words, the cyclic 

fluidity of the common!  The central law of commons is the rule of return. 

Maintaining common returns of a community is the very tricky balance in which economy and 

ecology become one.  I extract (enclose) my labour value by the transformation of common 

resources firstly into my property and then – the tricky part – (property is soon spent) returning 

them to the common.  After all, my bones will return to common soil – dust to dust.... and my 

labours can extract only as much as they return, or I must move on in the slash and burn manner.  In 

any case, only common returns can maintain a settlement and its children. 

*** 

 



AND NOW OF KINGS 

It seems to be that other social species have flocks, packs and herds ruled over by kings and queens.  

This presents a problem for the accepted truism of our post-modern citizen to despise all but the 

sphere of her rights. 

Mind you had our post-modernist looked a little deeper, she would have seen that rights are 

dispensed by higher authority and that she must ask for them.  Rights make us subject.  

Responsibility sets us free. 

Now in my midsummer night’s dream I place figures of authority where they can do least harm.  (as 

is natural to our social species)  I give them big houses, big egos, but no skills and no tools. 

Post modernity places them perversely in every corner of our lives.  In no previous period of history 

have rulers thought to soil their hands, or to use their brains.  History has not changed – why should 

it do so now?  How could it change what is evolutionary behaviour? 

In my midsummer’s dream that evolutionary behaviour is not resisted – rather it is tamed. 

Pastoralists have observed the “unpleasant” character changes of favourite “benign” cows, or ewes, 

when by chance they are placed in powerful positions in their herds or flocks.  So it is in human 

societies.  We are no different to those other social animals.  There are sufficient examples from 

history. 

The older and more complex a civilisation becomes, so the languages of “them and us” become 

more distinct as either curious, convivial languages of tools or serious, incurious languages of state. 

Simpler nomadic or pastoral cultures may have had a more egalitarian conversation. 

*** 

THE EMPEROR OF IPCC IS A NAKED PHYSICIST 

Life is liquid and all species are ultimately tributaries to one pool of bio mass.  But the mass of the 

pool is variable – unlike its physical components which remain forever as either matter or energy.  

Life can diminish towards nothing, or expand towards an optimum mass.  Once upon a time, there 

was no life on Earth and it shall be so again. 

Life has energy.  Increasing mass must flow faster through its spaces, just as a river flows variably 

within its banks. 

No-one knows what life is.  We live it to a close without the possibility of stepping outside to look 

back in to discover how we lived it. 

But we can study life’s interactions both within the nervous and metabolic systems of ourselves and 

other species and also by observing endlessly-complex symbioses and competitions between 

species.  Within the last few decades the study of genetics has opened further and similarly 

endlessly complex roads to travel.  Study is a pleasure.  The delight of science is that it always has 

been and always will be wrong – it uncovers new glimpses of illusive truth.  Of course, technology is 



not “informed” by science, but by behaviour.  New avenues open in revealed mistakes.  Methods 

and tools are effective without scientific explanation. 

The reason I am speaking of the obvious is that peer-reviewed “scientists” who advise powerful 

people in governments and corporations have suggested that life follows laws of physics.  Moreover, 

in climate calculations life has been measured as motionless mass (carbon) without either energy, or 

velocity.  Neither is the liquidity (or not) of its flows between species properly considered.   

Physicists and engineers dominate thinking about climate change and the “carbon cycle”.  The 

process of peer review has tended to the dangers of the Naked Physicist’s court.   

In my imagination the emperor sits over an international court magnified many times by information 

technology. 

Below is the central principle of court, given to me by Peter Harper of The Centre for Alternative 

Technology.  (He is a courtier) 

If biomass is burned, the chemistry is more or less reversed, and the original energy and raw material 

(CO2 and water) are released.  There is then no net gain or loss of CO2, which is why biological fuels 

are considered to be “Carbon neutral”. 

If we followed that statement in practice, then slash and burn agriculture could be sustained, the 

Oklahoma dust bowl would remain a verdant plain and the chemistry of life could be considered as 

little more than a derivative of Sunlight, Oxygen, Carbon Dioxide and water. 

I’ve heard friends of mine expounding the emperor’s edict, but in the faltering tones of those who 

find it difficult to unravel such an esoteric idea.  So we have druidic physicists of life to advise every 

institution.   

The edict is particularly convenient, because the coefficient for bio fuels can be entered into carbon 

calculations as zero.   

Green organisations are frequently opposed to bio fuels because they displace food crops from a 

hungry world.  I know of none who oppose the burning of bio mass from first principles.  The 

populist question is, Are these good or bad bio fuels? 

Actually, natural behaviour is usually revealed by reactions to human behaviour: such as a farmer 

observing reactions of crop-yield to husbandries. 

If I grow a crop, remove the harvest and sow a similar crop the following (also similar) season, will 

crop yields in the two seasons be the same? 

To a practical farmer or gardener the question is ridiculous.  Experience says that yields will always 

be smaller in season two.  Bio mass of both soil & crop will be reduced and consequently, the area of 

leaf presented for photo synthesis will be similarly diminished. 

If we imagine a planetary-scale field growing Willows for a power station, then the speed of the 

planet’s symbioses and interactions will be slowed, both energy and mass of life will be diminished 

and atmospheric CO2 will be increased. 



Let’s consider speed. 

My picture (diffidently presented) has life flowing between species.  Death is a part of life, but 

lifelessness is something far more chilling (and motionless).  Life can become lifeless.  Earth will 

eventually become lifeless.  Lifelessness follows laws of physics.  Life does not.   

An optimum symbiosis of all species within my field will present the greatest biomass and also the 

greatest respiratory power.  However, imbalance and rebalance present a constantly fluctuating 

biomassive whole.  For instance, it is possible for soil species to flow too fast and so to achieve too a 

great a mass for the symbiotic mass of plant species.  In consequence, surplus nutrients would be 

leached and gases released.  For example, I could have returned too much fertility (biomass) to my 

soil.  For that field, in season one, crop yield will be high, but over the whole farm, (in both time and 

space) yield will fall to below the optimum, because nutrients have been lost from the system.  On a 

planetary scale, the total mass of life would be diminished, to re-appear as its physical components 

in matter and energy. 

Regulating the speed of life is the whole art of husbandry.  It is also the whole art of durable 

settlements.  Crops flow into a biomass of people and must flow out again to the fields which 

produced those crops.  Shorter & smaller cycles flow through gardens and allotments.  The whole 

agricultural metabolism of towns, fields, gardens and the cultural techniques to connect them is 

complex, evolved and evolving.  It is too complex for town planners and must involve every citizen in 

skill, ingenuity and probity.   The trial and error of husbandry, cuisine, transport and emerging trades 

are what we call an agriculture.  

Gazing across a patchwork of fields, I can see that speed presented in the deepening or paling green 

of rotations.  The colours reveal the velocity of life as it travels between species. 

The deeper the green, the faster the flow and the increase of biomass. 

Our scientific druids have separated inseparable soil and plant for the convenience of druidic 

calculation.  Having removed the complexity of life to replace it with “The Carbon Cycle”, a child 

druid could do the arithmetic. 

So we have “sequestration” – that is: inactive carbon (inactive life).  Soil is proposed as a carbon 

sump – one we can replicate by burying biomass in deep-sea sumps or by the approval of carbon 

embedded in structures for calculation.   

The truth is – one which all practical people must know – that burying carbon beyond the effects of 

dung beetles, earthworms, fungi and bacteria simply reduces the mass of life – It shrinks and slows 

living cycles, reducing their mass, complexity and photosynthetic power.  Buried, inactive carbon 

actually increases atmospheric C02. 

Consider life as a river.  Our druidic measurement ignores the velocity and so the energy of our 

representative water.  Druids take a cross section through the river, falsely presenting the mass of 

water as being motionless as the rocks over which it actually passes.  Of course the mass of water 

multiplies per second, per, minute, per hour, per day.... while the rock mass remains the same – 

well, minus small erosions by the power of the water -  (Or in our variable life analogy we could 

consider acidic rain releasing rock minerals for biomass.) 



We can remove life from a life cycle – partially by slowing its speed, or completely or near 

completely by turning death into lifelessness.  Death and lifelessness are not the same things.  

However, my absolute (in space) is itself temporal – frozen fossil and peat bogs can be re-exposed to 

fermentation and returned to the moving stream of life – releasing CO2 & methane, while also 

contributing to the mass and energy of new soil fauna and so plant and animal life.  With regards to 

climate calculation, that sudden release is a dangerous one, because the ferment initially far-

exceeds the possible regeneration of photosynthetic life.  Eventually however, melted permafrost 

will revert to a balance of grassland and/or woodland, animal species and the greatest mass of all – 

soil fauna. 

With regards to climate calculations we fear the sudden releases of methane and CO2, because the 

eventually-restored ecological balance may not include a civilised Mankind. 

Anyway our druids attribute to the mass of such sequestered or semi-sequestered life (in its 

stagnant pool, or sluggish ditch) the same mass as a fast-flowing river of life.  I wonder, even for 

their conveniently untrue calculation, that the power extracted from the biomass boiler has no 

column for a balance sheet entry?  

Obsession with carbon has created the druidic delusion.   

Carbon cannot cycle.  Life (complex protein) cycles and it does so towards an optimum speed, within 

an optimum complexity and towards an optimum mass, while viewing no distinction between 

fungal/bacterial life and that of plants and animals. 

Life does not follow druidic laws of physics in which matter or energy always remain.  On the 

contrary, life can diminish to nothing – re-appearing as its original components in matter and energy. 

Even as physicists, Climate Druids should have been aware of a missing coefficient of time. 

*** 

STAR GAZER HUBRIS 

I suppose that our druidic problems have arisen through a hubristic consideration of the larger solar 

system.  I mean that the sun keeps giving in a linear manner, just as the force of gravity may also be 

considered as a linear force - and likewise the tendency of everything towards atrophy! 

So! – Stick a photosynthetic leaf in the sun and life will multiply, say the druids.  Stick crops in the 

desert and carbon will be sequestered into those crops.  Well it is true that life did begin sometime, 

somewhere and somehow and that it expanded, by solar-power to cover the Earth and to envelope 

her in a beautiful, gaseous veil of living breath.  It is also true that the linear contribution of the sun 

has allowed some life to lie sequestered in permafrost and fossil rocks without contributing to a 

maintained, (even increasing) cyclic mass of life.  Coal, oil, gas, phosphate, calcium and potash fossil 

rocks and so on have lain out of reach, while life has continued to expand cyclically in mass and 

complexity towards an optimum state. 

 But there is a difference in scale between gentle smoke rising from occasional villages and forest 

clearings and the vast acreages of woodland and crops which are, even now, fed into internal 

combustion engines, biomass boilers and power stations.  The linear contribution of the sun is 



received (for our Carbon consideration) through photosynthesis.  The area of leaf presented to the 

sun is dependent on more than a simple return of gas and ashes from the furnace. 

The druidic calculations are wildly wrong, because (in the druidic ledger) biomass is not multiplied by 

a coefficient of time.  The Willow coppice slows its growth to nothing as its biomass enters the 

furnace, becoming not merely dead, but lifeless.  Its mass is correctly given as seen on the scales and 

multiplied by a coefficient of one.  The river of Willow life in the harvested field will temporarily slow 

to nothing.  In time, the Willow will re-sprout and accelerate as it increases in mass, in symbiosis 

with soil fauna and dependent on variable sunlight, temperature and rainfall.  However, without the 

minerals released by soil fauna it would not grow at all.  Moreover, a diminished return of biomass 

to soil, much of it reduced to gas & ashes will mean a diminished soil fauna – some species at 

different rates to others, dependent on diet and symbioses.  It would have been easier (to be 

polemical) to consider an annual species.  Perennials disrupt soil fauna less than annuals do and feed 

the soil better (leaf fall).  Yet if the biomass of several year’s rotation is removed for the furnace, 

perennials will not re-grow at their previous rate– After all an annual biomass crop has had but one-

season’s growth removed. 

So, for biomass multiplied by a coefficient of one, our druids propose that the loss of that growth 

can be similarly multiplied by one.  In truth, the value of a growing mass should be many times more.  

I cannot provide a figure, because I have none – nor does anyone else.  Anyway, when the Willow 

coppice is ready for harvesting again, the yield will be much smaller, because soil biomass will have 

been smaller.  I don’t like the term sequestration for the flows of soil life, but druids use it.  So in 

their terms, our burnt Willow coppice will progressively sequester less and less Carbon in soil fauna, 

stem and leaf, while the linear and unchanged contribution of the sun will have progressively less 

and less power - because the area of leaf presented for photosynthesis will be smaller. 

The value in carbon audits (by IPCC and others) given to living biomass is much too small, whereas 

value given to biomass, in fossils, embedded structures, proposed carbon sumps and so on, is much 

too great in proportion. 

Life in soil is not sequestered, but is a variable flowing mass – moving between species at variable 

speeds and so through variable masses.  

My willow coppice can be fed with, let’s say, sewage sludge and to me as the coppice owner, all will 

seem well – The coppice will grow and photosynthesise effectively.  However, I will have removed 

that sludge from an agricultural cycle elsewhere and that agricultural cycle will slow as its mass 

diminishes.  The willow coppice owner may think he is returning a waste to usefulness, but there are 

no wastes.  My willows are richer, because a neglected human food cycle has become poorer. 

The coppice is fertile because fields growing food crops have become less fertile. 

Economies are also life cycles and must work as life works – that is cyclically.  The linear contribution 

of the sun is a wonderful gift which, as the saying goes, just keeps on giving and as such plays no part 

in the variability of life; of husbandries, or of economic behaviours. 

We change variables, not constants, or otherwise we engage in futility. 



 How do plants work in reaction to human behaviour? – is the only question to receive any kind of 

answer in the first place, because the only true answers are hidden in reactions to actions.  The sun 

does not react at all.   

Our Grand Druid’s calculations with regards to the input of solar energy are of the same nature as 

calculations for the number of angels who may safely dance on the head of a pin. 

 Three categories: the scepticism of science, the making of hypotheses and the pragmatism of 

method-making live together in different compartments of the same brain.  Moreover, method-

making can continue without either a confirming hypothesis, or a scientific method. 

Answers to the times are in what we do – and may be found in what life does in reaction to what we 

do.   

What we are and what life is belong in a world of philosophers, pins and angels.  We must design 

economies to cycle within their ecologies.  The solar contribution is not a variable in economic terms 

and so has no part in economic decisions regarding the variables of biological behaviour.   

*** 

 

AFTER THE DAY JOB 

Sixteenth Century Reformation of the church was rapid, not because a new perception of 

Christianity caught fire, but because extensive church and monastic properties became ripe for 

plunder.  Power imposed doctrines of Luther and Calvin to give credence to stolen property.  Luther 

and Calvin remain innocent of the theft.  Power remains guilty, both of theft and dishonest and 

opportune use of honest thought. 

Similarly, a conveniently schismatic doctrine of Science is used today to give credence to 

technological and intellectual property enclosures.  Science remains innocent.  Power remains guilty. 

Historically, the powerful have not had a care for the tools and techniques of rude mechanicals, but 

since Bottom the Weaver has been displaced by oil, perspectives of the powerful have utterly 

changed - to a new, fervent reformation: this time, not of religion but of “science”. 

Who knows where a both more catholic and sceptical science may be hiding?  Let’s hope that some 

decent people have provided some decent priest holes. 

The pre-oil powerful had depended without question on a retained labourer’s ingenuity with tools.  

Crop husbandry, cuisine, clothing, architecture, trade and so on were all managed by rude 

mechanicals, who worked for bread upon Athenian stalls.  Now, the unprecedented power released 

by oil has given the traditionally-idle a passion to control the tools themselves.  (The energy in a litre 

of oil has been variously calculated as equivalent to a labourer working full-time for two to three 

weeks.)   



I say “a passion” because knowledge has never been (and never will be) a function of power.  As we 

know, oil tools are wildly and unreasonably out of control.  Common values, knowledge, ingenuity 

and dexterity are confined to Bottom the Weaver’s garden shed. 

The placing of honest tools in the hands of dishonest Power is unique to the Twentieth and Twenty 

First centuries. Not only has technology been presented as a reforming doctrine of state, (cults of 

progress and economic growth), but worse: simple probity has been systematically ridiculed as 

anachronistic to the progressive times. 

Of course, happy, useful tools and methods have been and always will be devised and refined as 

those tools and methods are applied – by the trial and error of rude mechanicals.   

 Moreover, happy and curious science has and always will be sceptical and aloof from its application.   

This is not to say that rude mechanicals cannot be well read in and fascinated by the scientific 

literature – nor to say that a scientist may not doff her scepticism (after the day job) to do some 

useful tinkering in her garden shed. 

You can see that both sceptical scientist and rude mechanic coexist happily in my midsummer night’s 

dream. 

 Anyway, druidic (nightmare) technology has been given a new title fitting the dignity of office.  It 

has been renamed, science.  A cast of druidic “scientists” must give credence to all we do before we 

do it and must stamp the goods in our market places – food, medicines machinery and so on with 

the statutory mark of Druidgeld.  A stock phrase of the post-modern politician is, Wait for the 

science. 

Our science druids have no care for scepticism, but live by a cult of technological progress.  New 

chapters are added to the doctrine, as intellectual properties are added.  Property is sold to 

“industry” by the lucrative process of “technology transfer” – a euphemism for the progressively 

expanding enclosures of the “knowledge economy”: in other words, for the progressively prolonged 

sleep of the nightmare. 

We must be reminded of the following first principle on meeting druidic regulation, or when a druid 

calls for the Druid Geld – or if, by chance we fall into seductive conversation with a druid: -  

Ideas cannot replace resources. 

That simple (now schismatic) truth is re-enforced by another:  

There has not been a single advance in “thought” since the thinking process began, whereas, tools 

have been improved and made more appropriate for changing circumstances by the trial and error of 

generations.   

The physics of the world is in constant flux and we adapt to it with adapted tools - but by using the 

same old thought processes.  Here’s a test: Those who present themselves as advanced thinkers 

must be entranced in nightmare.  Their thoughts cannot be trusted.  Do you think that post modern 

minds have greater subtlety and power than that of the author of A Midsummer-Night’s Dream in 

Fifteen Ninety Eight?  Moreover, are our leaders any less stupid than fictitious Theseus, Hippolyta, 



Helena, Hermia, Lysander and Demetrius, who so mocked the hard-handed patches, Bottom, Snug, 

Quince, Flute and so on, without whom they’d have no wine; no bread; no clothing; no roofs over 

their vain deluded heads? 

It was fortunate for the silliness of Theseus, that all was provided for him by Bottom, Snug & crew.  

Unfortunately for post-modernity, all is provided by the silliness of Theseus. 

*** 

 


